In vivo bioluminescence imaging reveals copper deficiency in a murine model of nonalcoholic fatty liver disease
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Copper is a required metal nutrient for life, but global or local alterations in its homeostasis are linked to diseases spanning genetic and metabolic disorders to cancer and neurodegeneration. Technologies that enable longitudinal in vivo monitoring of dynamic copper pools can help meet the need to study the complex interplay between copper status, health, and disease in the same living organism over time. Here, we present the synthesis, characterization, and in vivo imaging applications of Copper-Caged Luciferin-1 (CCL-1), a bioluminescent reporter for tissue-specific copper visualization in living animals. CCL-1 uses a selective copper(l)-dependent oxidative cleavage reaction to release l-luciferin for subsequent bioluminescent reaction with firefly luciferase. The probe can detect physiological changes in labile Cu+ levels in live cells and mice under situations of copper deficiency or overload. Application of CCL-1 to mice with liver-specific luciferase expression in a diet-induced model of nonalcoholic fatty liver disease reveals onset of hepatic copper deficiency and altered expression levels of central copper trafficking proteins that accompany symptoms of glucose intolerance and weight gain. The data connect copper dysregulation to metabolic liver disease and provide a starting point for expanding the toolbox of reactivity-based chemical reporters for cell- and tissue-specific in vivo imaging.
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Significance

Like all essential metals in mammals, deficiency or excess of copper can be detrimental to health. We present a bioluminescent reporter based on copper-dependent uncaging of a l-luciferin substrate for selective, sensitive, and tissue-specific longitudinal imaging of labile copper pools in animal model systems. Application of this technology to monitor a diet-induced mouse model of nonalcoholic fatty liver disease, a disorder affecting ca. 100 million Americans, reveals hepatic copper deficiency and altered expression levels of copper homeostatic proteins that accompany glucose intolerance and weight gain. The results demonstrate the viability of this molecular imaging approach and connect copper dysregulation to metabolic liver disease, providing a platform for designing reactivity-based reporters for cell- and tissue-specific in vivo metal imaging.
high selectivity and sensitivity, including targeted visualization of hepatic copper stores using a liver-specific luciferase-expressing mouse. We apply this unique technology to monitor copper status during progression of a diet-induced murine model of NAFLD, revealing onset of hepatic copper deficiency and alterations in central copper homeostasis proteins that accompany symptoms of glucose intolerance and weight gain. Taken together, this work provides an example of monitoring copper dynamics in a longitudinal manner over the course of NAFLD disease acquisition, connecting copper dysregulation to metabolic liver disease. The data demonstrate the feasibility of combining chemical design with bioengineering for tissue-specific imaging of essential metals in living animals, affording a starting point for interrogating the bioinorganic chemistry in disease pathology with molecular bioluminescence imaging.

Results and Discussion

Design and Synthesis of CCL-1. Luciferin-based bioluminescence imaging is an attractive modality for in vivo use owing to its low background signal, efficient photon production, and good tissue penetration of its red-shifted emission (40–42). Moreover, impressive advances in luciferase engineering and ease of targeting by genetic encoding permit the broad use of such reporters for in vivo imaging with cell and tissue specificity (41, 43, 44). We and others have developed caged luciferins, which are enzyme-inert luciferin derivatives that are chemically unmasked to the luciferin substrate in the presence of an analyte or biochemical event of interest for subsequent enzymatic generation of light (45–50); in particular, our laboratory has used this approach to develop bioluminescent H₂O₂ reporters (45, 47). To create a Cu⁺-responsive luciferin probe, we exploited a Cu⁺-dependent oxidative cleavage reaction mediated by the tetradeutate ligand TPA (Fig. 1), inspired by the use of this pendant to develop a Cu⁺-selective fluorescent probe (51) as well as work from our laboratories of Cu⁺ aqueous buffer (50 mM Tris at pH 7.4, 5 mM glutathione). First, oxidative cleavage reaction mediated by the tetradentate ligand luciferin substrate in the presence of an analyte or biochemical and others have developed caged luciferins, which are enzyme-inert luciferin probes (41, 43, 44). We by genetic encoding permit the broad use of such reporters for background signal, efficient photon production, and good tissue imaging is an attractive modality for in vivo use owing to its low.

CCL-1 Detects Changes in Labile Copper Levels in Living Cells. After establishing that CCL-1 can reliably monitor a range of different Cu⁺ levels in aqueous buffer, the utility of the probe for detection of labile Cu⁺ in live cells was tested. Two luciferase-expressing cell lines, PC3M-luc and LNCaP-luc, were used in these experiments. The cells were supplemented with different concentrations of CuCl₂ for 24 h to raise intracellular levels of labile copper, washed with fresh buffer containing no added copper, and then treated with CCL-1. The data in Fig. 2C and D and SI Appendix, Fig. S4B reveal increases in bioluminescence intensity from CCL-1 that correlate with increasing concentrations of added CuCl₂ in a dose-dependent manner, which is not observed when cells are imaged with t-luciferin alone (SI Appendix, Fig. S5). In the presence and absence of copper treatment, signal was immediately generated, and peaked at ~15 min, then decayed down to negligible signal from 15 min to 55 min (SI Appendix, Fig. S4B). Similar flash-type light emission kinetics are observed with t-luciferin, where the decay results from enzyme inhibition by luciferin/luciferase reaction byproducts (41, 42, 44). The similarity in light emission kinetics in the presence and absence of copper concentrations, indicating that CCL-1 can reliably detect changes in levels of Cu⁺ in a dose-dependent manner. Notably, a ca. 80-fold bioluminescence increase was observed upon addition of 1 eq of Cu⁺, demonstrating the high signal-to-noise response of the probe. Time-dependent studies establish the ability of probe to detect dynamic changes in Cu⁺ fluxes (SI Appendix, Fig. S1), showing a >10-fold increase in bioluminescence intensity within 5 min of adding 1 eq of Cu⁺. Reaction of CCL-1 with a higher concentration of Cu⁺ (20 eq) resulted in a much faster response, with a >80-fold signal increase observed after a 20-min incubation time. The resulting bioluminescent product was stable in serum-containing media over a 24-h period (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). Moreover, CCL-1 is selective for Cu⁺ compared with a panel of biologically relevant metal ions, including Mg²⁺, Ca²⁺, and Zn²⁺, as well as other common first-row transition metal ions (Fig. 2B). The copper-selective response is not observed in control experiments with t-luciferin, indicating that the observed reactivity of CCL-1 is not a result of altered luciferase activity (SI Appendix, Fig. S3). Only free Co²⁺ gives a modest response to CCL-1; however, although biological concentrations of loosely bound ionic Co²⁺ are not well studied, the concentration tested here is not considered physiologically relevant, as most Co²⁺ are found tightly bound to proteins. As an additional experiment, we tested the response of CCL-1 with cobalamin (vitamin B₁₂), the tightly bound form in which Co²⁺ is primarily found in mammalian systems under physiological conditions. As expected, CCL-1 exhibited no detectable response to vitamin B₁₂. Finally, to simulate the reducing intracellular environment, 5 mM GSH was used in the buffer media. Under such conditions, Cu⁺ was readily reduced to Cu⁰, and thus the addition of this metal salt in the presence of the glutathione (GSH) reductant leads to a comparable bioluminescence enhancement (ca. 70-fold) to that observed when adding Cu⁺ alone.

CCL-1 Based on this design strategy is depicted in Scheme 1 and offers a general and versatile platform for appending other potential ligands to tune metal specificity and reactivity.

Reactivity and Selectivity of CCL-1 to Copper. Cu⁺-mediated luminescence production from CCL-1 was initially evaluated in aqueous buffer (50 mM Tris at pH 7.4, 5 mM glutathione). First, a 5-μM solution of CCL-1 was incubated with various concentrations of Cu⁺ (0.5 μM to 50 μM) to mimic the physiological range of copper for 1 h, followed by addition of recombinant firefly luciferase. Luminescent signal production was monitored with a plate reader and compared with control samples without added Cu⁺. As shown in Fig. 2A, a good correlation between Cu⁺ concentration and total bioluminescent signal was observed up to 5 μM of Cu⁺ (1 eq) with signal saturation at higher Cu⁺ concentrations. The copper-selective response is not observed in control experiments with t-luciferin, indicating that the observed reactivity of CCL-1 is not a result of altered luciferase activity (SI Appendix, Fig. S3). Only free Co²⁺ gives a modest response to CCL-1; however, although biological concentrations of loosely bound ionic Co²⁺ are not well studied, the concentration tested here is not considered physiologically relevant, as most Co²⁺ are found tightly bound to proteins. As an additional experiment, we tested the response of CCL-1 with cobalamin (vitamin B₁₂), the tightly bound form in which Co²⁺ is primarily found in mammalian systems under physiological conditions. As expected, CCL-1 exhibited no detectable response to vitamin B₁₂. Finally, to simulate the reducing intracellular environment, 5 mM GSH was used in the buffer media. Under such conditions, Cu⁺ was readily reduced to Cu⁰, and thus the addition of this metal salt in the presence of the glutathione (GSH) reductant leads to a comparable bioluminescence enhancement (ca. 70-fold) to that observed when adding Cu⁺ alone.

CCL-1 Based on this design strategy is depicted in Scheme 1 and offers a general and versatile platform for appending other potential ligands to tune metal specificity and reactivity.
In contrast, imaging PC3-luc cells with copper-dependent. Finally, PC3-luc cells were treated with NS3 verifying that the observed increases in bioluminescence are photon flux was integrated over 2 h. Statistical analyses were performed with PC3M-luc cells probed with CCL-1. Cells were supplemented with CuCl

Statistical analyses were performed with a two-tailed Student's t test. ***P < 0.001, and error bars are ±SD (n = 3). (D) Bioluminescent signals from PC3M-luc cells treated with CuCl and imaged with CCL-1. (E) Bioluminescent signals from PC3M-luc cells ± NS3 (200 μM) and imaged with CCL-1 (50 μM). Total photon flux was integrated over 2 h. Statistical analyses were performed with a two-tailed Student's t test. **P < 0.01, and error bars are ±SD (n = 3).

treatment suggests that bioluminescence results from luciferase reaction with the same substrate, namely d-luciferin.

The bioluminescent signal was reversibly attenuated to basal levels when cells were treated with the intracellular Cu⁺ chelator, tris[2-(ethylthio)ethyl]amine (NS3') before addition of CCL-1, further verifying that the observed increases in bioluminescence are copper-dependent. Finally, PC3-luc cells were treated with NS3' alone to reduce the endogenous level of labile intracellular copper. These cells exhibited a significant decrease in bioluminescence compared with control cells, indicating that CCL-1 is sensitive enough to detect basal, endogenous pools of labile copper (Fig. 2E). In contrast, imaging PC3-luc cells with d-luciferin under the same conditions does not result in any noticeable change in bioluminescence signal (SI Appendix, Fig. S6). Taken together, the results establish that CCL-1 can report on dynamic changes in labile Cu⁺ levels in living cells in situations of copper excess or deficiency, including alterations in copper pools at physiological levels.

**CCL-1 Visualizes Changes in Exchangeable Copper Pools in Living Mice.** We next turned our attention to monitoring changes in labile copper pools in living animals. Initial studies used firefly luciferase-expressing FVB-luc⁺ mice, where luciferase expression is driven by the actin promoter and is thus present in the majority of the organs within these animals. At basal levels of copper (no treatment), mice were injected with CCL-1, and light production was monitored for 1 h to determine the total photon flux for each animal. Injection of mice with different doses of CCL-1 resulted in differences in bioluminescent signal intensities that were dependent on the dose of the probe at the range tested (25 nmol to 0.4 μmol, SI Appendix, Fig. S7A), indicating that this range is below the saturation limit. We further determined that at 0.2 μmol of CCL-1, CCL-1 is metabolically cleared with similar kinetics to the parent d-luciferin (SI Appendix, Fig. S8).

To determine the response of CCL-1 to in vivo alterations in copper levels, mice were treated with vehicle or a sublethal dose of CuCl₂ (i.p., 3 mg/kg) for 2 h before injection of 0.2 μmol of CCL-1 (Fig. 3). Animals pretreated with this dose of copper showed a robust, ninefold increase in bioluminescence intensity from CCL-1 compared with controls. The copper-dependent increase in bioluminescent signal intensity was similarly observed in mice injected at low doses (25 nmol) and high doses (0.4 μmol) of CCL-1 (SI Appendix, Fig. S7C), suggesting that increases in copper levels can be detected across a wide range of probe concentrations. Additionally, pretreatment of mice with different amounts of CuCl₂ and imaged with 0.2 μmol of CCL-1 showed a dose-dependent increase in signal as a function of copper concentration (SI Appendix, Fig. S7B).

To verify whether this change in bioluminescent signal was indeed copper-dependent, animals exposed to CuCl₂ or vehicle were additionally treated with the copper chelator ATN-224 (5 mg/kg) before injection of CCL-1 (Fig. 3 and SI Appendix, Fig. S7A). The intensities of bioluminescent signals observed from animals treated with both CuCl₂ and chelator were comparable to those of the control group, and those treated with chelator alone showed decreases in signal from basal levels. The alterations in bioluminescence response in mice treated with copper or copper chelators indicate that CCL-1 can monitor fluctuations in copper levels in vivo. No significant differences in bioluminescence were observed between mice similarly injected with vehicle, CuCl₂, and CuCl₂/ATN-224 and imaged with d-luciferin, attributing the copper-dependent response of CCL-1 to the presence of the TPA ligand cage (SI Appendix, Fig. S9).

As the liver is a central organ for copper storage and homeostatic regulation, we next sought to image hepatic copper with CCL-1 in mice expressing luciferase under the control of the albumin promoter for liver-specific luciferase expression, demonstrating the ability of the reporter to detect rises in hepatic copper levels in situations of copper excess. As a number of metabolic disorders have been reported to result in copper excess, we next sought to image hepatic copper with CCL-1 in mice expressing luciferase under the control of the albumin promoter for liver-specific luciferase expression, demonstrating the ability of the reporter to detect rises in hepatic copper levels in situations of copper excess. As a number of metabolic disorders have been reported to result in copper excess.
CCL-1 Reveals Copper Deficiency with Alterations in Copper Transport Proteins in a Diet-Induced Murine Model of NAFLD. After establishing that CCL-1 can monitor fluctuations in hepatic copper pools in vivo in healthy basal states versus situations of copper deficiency or overload, we sought to apply this indicator to explore potential connections between hepatic copper status and disease. We chose to pursue a diet-induced murine model of NAFLD, owing to its importance as the most common liver disease in developed countries (55–57) and its association with the growing epidemic of obesity and diabetes. Indeed, over 100 million people in the United States alone are afflicted with some form of NAFLD, and ~20 to 30% of NAFLD cases progress to pathological liver inflammation and cirrhosis, which can lead to liver failure or cancer (58, 59). The exact disease pathology of NAFLD is insufficiently understood, but clinical evidence has linked inadequate copper supply to the disease extent of NAFLD (23–26, 60). Specifically, endpoint assays of total hepatic copper appear to correlate with increased grades of steatosis and circulating free fatty acids in NAFLD patients relative to control subjects (25).

To this end, 6- to 8-wk-old L-Luc mice were either fed a high-fat diet (HFD) to induce NAFLD or maintained on a normal chow (diet on which they were weaned) for 8 wk with weekly monitoring of food intake and weight gain. The particular HFD we selected has been well established to induce hepatic steatosis in a number of mouse strains (61, 62). As expected, at the end of the 8-wk feeding period, the HFD mice showed significant increases in body weight (ca. 45%) compared with control mice fed normal chow (SI Appendix, Fig. S13). Mice were imaged weekly with β-luciferin to monitor luciferase activity and liver size (SI Appendix, Fig. S13), followed by CCL-1 2 d later to measure hepatic copper levels. A group of mice was euthanized 4 wk into the feeding to measure liver size (SI Appendix, Fig. S13). Interestingly, a statistically significant decrease in CCL-1 signal normalized to β-luciferin signal was observed in the L-luc mice fed the HFD throughout the 8-wk time period, indicating that the mice develop a hepatic copper deficiency in response to this diet. In contrast, no such decrease was observed in the mice fed normal diets (Fig. S4 and B). Notably, a plateau in the decrease of the copper-dependent bioluminescent signal was observed at 4 wk, which represents an intriguing time point, as previous reports
document significant glucose intolerance and metabolic changes in similar diet-dependent mouse models at this time point (61, 62). As an additional control, because of differences in copper in normal diet and HFD, parallel experiments were performed in L-Luc mice fed low-fat diets (LFDs) with equivalent copper levels to the HFD. For these experiments, mice of the same litter and weaned on the normal diet were divided into two groups and fed either the LFD or HFD for 8 wk. Both groups of mice consumed similar amounts of food, but LFD mice did not show significant weight gain compared with mice maintained on normal diets (SI Appendix, Fig. S14 A and B). Furthermore, the bioluminescence signal in the liver from CCL-1 normalized to β-luciferin signal in LFD-fed mice did not exhibit the same decrease observed with the HFD-fed mice (SI Appendix, Fig. S14C). These data further support that weight gain and reduction in CCL-1 hepatic signal is connected to increased fat compared with the HFD, suggesting that dysregulation may occur before, or perhaps even promote, the onset of symptoms arising from this metabolic disorder.

To provide an independent measure of copper status to correlate with the in vivo copper imaging results, ex vivo tissue metal analysis of the NAFLD model and control mice groups was performed. Specifically, we quantitatively assessed total levels of copper (Cu) and zinc (Zn) in liver tissues of NAFLD and control mice maintained on normal chow using inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) assays (Fig. 5D). Copper content in brain, intestine, and kidney tissues was also measured for comparison. In line with the live-animal CCL-1 imaging data as well as literature precedent (24, 60), the ICP-MS experiments verify a deficiency in total hepatic copper in the HFD mice compared with control mice in these endpoint assays. Interestingly, whereas total copper levels in brain and intestine were comparable between the two groups, the HFD mice accumulated higher levels of kidney copper relative to the control mice fed normal chow. Indeed, copper dysregulation in both diabetic patients and animal models was reported previously to manifest as kidney-centered copper overload with copper deficiency in other tissues, suggesting potential parallels in the contributions of altered copper homeostasis within this NAFLD model. Specifically, we characterized expression changes at the protein level for the major copper importer channel Ctrl and the two major copper export proteins ATP7A and ATP7B, as well as the canonical metallochaperone copper chaperone for superoxide dismutase (CCS), owing to the availability of effective antibodies for these targets in Western blot assays. ATP7B serves as the primary transporter for excreting copper from the liver to peripheral tissues, whereas hepatic ATP7A is less studied but has been connected to alterations in copper metabolism (18, 63). As shown by Western blot (Fig. 5E and SI Appendix, Fig. S15), no major changes in Ctrl levels were observed in liver tissues between HFD and control diet groups, suggesting that copper deficiency is unlikely to be caused by decreases in copper uptake. In contrast, we observe increases in the expression levels of both ATP7A and ATP7B in the liver extracts of the HFD mice compared with mice fed normal diets, suggesting that the observed copper deficiency in this NAFLD model with high-fat feeding may result from increased export from the liver (Fig. 5E and SI Appendix, Fig. S15). As expected, CCS levels were elevated in the HFD mice over control diet mice (Fig. 5E and SI Appendix, Fig. S15). This metallochaperone for Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase is a known marker for alterations in copper metabolism that inversely correlates with intracellular copper bioavailability (64, 65), providing another line of evidence supporting hepatic copper deficiency detected by in vivo CCL-1 imaging and ex vivo ICP-MS.

Concluding Remarks

Like other essential metals, copper cannot be created nor destroyed by the body and, as such, must be carefully regulated to maintain normal physiology. Indeed, loss of copper homeostasis at the organ, tissue, and cellular levels is linked to a broad range of disease pathologies, including anemia, bone loss, hypercholesterolemia, and cardiovascular diseases. However, our understanding of copper mobilization and modulation in various tissues has been limited by the relative dearth of technologies that enable in vivo monitoring of copper dynamics in the same living animal over time, as traditional methods rely largely on endpoint ex vivo assays. To meet this need, we have developed CCL-1, a bioluminescent-based probe that is capable of tracking real-time changes in labile, loosely bound copper pools in living cells and organisms. The high selectivity of this copper-specific reporter allows for visualizing changes in localized pools of labile copper in living cells and animals. Applying this unique chemical technology to tissue-specific in vivo copper imaging in mammalian animal models, we identify an imbalance in copper homeostasis in a diet-induced murine model of NAFLD that manifests as a hepatic copper deficiency. Because this method allows for monitoring of labile copper status in the same animals over time, we are able to directly observe a decrease of hepatic copper in vivo at early stages of high-fat feeding before many symptoms of NAFLD manifest, suggesting that changes in copper metabolism may influence metabolic factors involved in disease acquisition and progression. This hepatic copper deficiency is further corroborated by endpoint ex vivo tissue analysis by ICP-MS that shows lower total copper levels in liver tissues of mice fed HFDs versus control mice fed normal chow, as well as characterization of expression changes in major copper homeostasis proteins that are consistent with the notion that copper deficiency correlates with up-regulation of the major copper exporter proteins ATP7A and ATP7B. The time course evaluation of hepatic copper status with CCL-1, as well as the ability to direct the signal output to specific cell and tissue populations with targeted luciferase expression, emphasizes the utility of this approach to illuminate dynamic biology of copper in a targeted location in the same living animal over time. More generally, we envisage that this strategy will lead to a broader range of bioluminescent reporters through modular substitution of analyte-sensitive and biochemically-sensitive triggers onto the luciferin molecule, which would greatly expand the number of available chemical probes for studying molecular signaling and stress agents in animal models of health, aging, and disease.

Materials and Methods

Full materials and procedures for the synthesis of compounds, spectroscopic characterization, cellular imaging, animal experiments, and tissue analysis are described in SI Appendix. All animal studies were approved by and performed according to the guidelines of the Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of California, Berkeley.
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